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SPECIAL REPORT PREPARED FOR

THE EMPLOYMENT APPEAL TRIBUNAL HEARING - 15TH JUNE 2012

A FARRELL V SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE AUTHORITY
AUTHOR: TONY FARRELL,
FORMER PRINCIPAL INTELLIGENCE ANALYST OF SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE
“JUSTICE WITH COURAGE”

“On 2nd September 2010,
the Police Service could be about
to sack the wrong Tony & South
Yorkshire Police
will indeed then be complicit in
countenancing further
perpetuation of that
Ignoble Lie!”
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PART 1 - THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005
HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION I – MAJOR RESEARCH / DOCUMENTARIES / WEBSITES
J7: THE JULY 7TH TRUTH CAMPAIGN & J7
INQUEST BLOG

MIND THE GAP

LUDICROUS DIVERSION
ANONYMOUS

DR NICK KOLLESTROM

The website was set-up following the London bombings on 7
July 2005 with the aim of getting to the truth about what
really happened. The comprehensive website has been at the
forefront of 7/7 research. The website continues its call for a
full independent public inquiry.
Mind the Gap was an early film narrated by former MI5
Officer David Shayler detailing anomalies in the official Home
Office report. The filmmakers also maintain an informative
website Officalconfusion.com.
This professionally produced film came out on the internet as
early as 15th September 2006 and was a clear benchmark for
other films about the London Bombings to follow. That this
excellent early film was never picked up by mainstream
media remains a deep concern.
“Terror on the Tube: Behind the Veil of 7/7” is in its third
edition offers an extremely detailed investigation into the
official narrative. A thought provoking website is also
available.

SECTION I – MAJOR RESEARCH / DOCUMENTARIES / WEBSITESCONTINUED

TOM SECKER’S TWO
FILMS & NUMEROUS INTERVIEWS

KEELAN BALDERSTON’s TWO INVESTIGATIVE
FILMS

MUAD DIB’S
7/7 RIPPLE EFFECT

CONSPIRACY FILES - BBC

ALEX JONES
HOMEFRONT
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Tom Secker has made two remarkable but disturbing films
exposing problems with the official government narrative.
The films are entitled Seeds of Deconstruction (2010) and
Crime and Prejudice (2011).Brilliantly produced and narrated,
both place the events of the attacks in London in a wider
geopolitical context and raise concerns about the real motives
of the Government and the Intelligence Services.
Two recent analytical compilations “7/7 Pig Picture Five Years
On” and an updated film in 2011 entitled “7/7 What Did they
know?” probe deeply into the inadequacies of the official
story and state secrecy.
7/7 Ripple Effect was a highly provocative film which
presented an alternative hypothesis to the government
narrative. The film attached significant weighting to events
that reportedly occurred at Canary Wharf. It alleges state
complicity.
In 2008 the BBC produced its own program as part of its
'Conspiracy Files' series which defended the official narrative
and went on the offensive against Muad’ Dib and Dr
Kollestrom.
An early and popular 7/7 documentary made by US
Investigator Alex Jones
Thomas Ikimi gives examples of how truth has become a
casualty with 7/7.
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DR RORY RIDLEY DUFF

IAN R CRANE
OTHER RESEARCHERS

SHORTER THEMATIC
FILM CLIPS

This short paper compared Muad Dib’s 7/7 Ripple Effect
against the BBC 7/7 Conspiracy Files Documentary.
Specifically, it examined the reports surrounding alleged
incidents at Canary Wharf that fateful morning.
Ian R Crane was one of the first geopolitical analysts to
highlight the similarities between the 9/11 and 7/7.
The work of Nafeez Ahmed, Peter Oborne to name just a few
have all contributed with their analysis in to trying to expose
the truth about 7/7.
Numerous short videos have been uploaded onto the internet
on a wide variety of themes associated with the London
Bombings. Examples will include CCTV analysis of the Luton
Station, the Tavistock Square incidents, the Peter Power
Mock Exercises and the statement of Senior Politicians and
Police Officers in the aftermath of the attacks.

THE REPORT OF THE OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF
THE LONDON BOMBINGS OF 7TH JULY 2005

There are numerous problems with the official narrative and
there exist hundreds of legitimate question which the
authorities obfuscate or appear unwilling to address. Reports
of a major armed police operation in Canary Wharf on the
morning of the bombings. Specifically in the vicinity of the
HSBC building and outside Credit Suisse First Boston bank.
There were reports - denied by the police - of people being
shot dead. What happened on Canary Wharf that morning?

INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
SECURITY COMMITTEE
REPORTS

Parliament's Intelligence and Security Committee (ISC) has
published a review of intelligence concerning the London terrorist
attacks. It was carried out as part of a detailed investigation to
determine whether the attacks could have been prevented in the
light of what was known at the time and what should have been
known. Drawing on sensitive intelligence gathered by the Security
Service, the police and other UK agencies, the ISC concludes: "we
cannot criticise the judgments made by MI5 and the police based
on the information that they had and their priorities at the time."

METHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS
Given my conceptual model of the strategic threat, I have attempted to identify some of the key issues around
the London Bombings and isolate them as amongst the most pertinent facts. I have assessed the degree to
which each fact lends support to either the Government’s official narrative or my own alternative conceptual
model of London Bombings being an inside job. In some instances, it is possible for a given fact to be argued
both ways. To accommodate this dichotomy, I have introduced a simple colour coded LIKERT scale scoring
system and applied it against both sides of the argument and systematically applied a score against each fact
listed. Knowing how much the Police Service like traffic light systems, the strength of the red shaded cells on the
scoring sheets visibly denote increasing support for the hypothesis of 7/7 being an inside job.

F = Assigned value supporting “inside job” hypothesis
A = An assigned value supporting government narrative
0 = No Support either way/neutral;
1 = Slight Support; 2 = Modest Support;
3 = Strong Support; 4 = Very Strong Support; 5 = Compelling Support.
3
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION II) OMISSIONS, DECEITS AND ABSURDITIES IN OFFICIAL NARRATIVE
PREMISE
ISSUE
TONY BLAIR – his willful abandonment of “Innocent until proven guilty” the ex
Premature Prime Minister asserted that to have an inquiry would be a ludicrous diversion
TONY BLAIR – “We know that these people act in the name of Islam”
and / or
th
Prejudicial JACK STRAW – “Attacks bear hallmarks of Al Qaeda” 7 July
SIR IAN BLAIR – "If London could survive the Blitz, it can survive four miserable
Views By
1
bombers like this...." pause "I'm not saying there are four bombers.... four
Senior
miserable events like this."
Politicians JUDGE AT KINGSTON trial – shamefully countenanced the perpetuation of the lie
and Police that 4 Suicide Bombers were guilty of the London Bombings
LADY JUSTICE HALLETT - wrongfully in law countenanced the perpetuation of the
Officers
lie that 4 Suicide Bombers were guilty of the London Bombings.
The official report released in 11 May 06 was anonymous

The reports failure to acknowledge Incidents at Canary Wharf
The reports failure to acknowledge the Peter Power Mock Terror Exercise
The report was riddled with imprecision and speculation and by its own admission
2
was just a narrative.
The inaccuracies and lies about the Luton Train Times it was later proven that
CCTV was readily available for Luton Station on the day.
CHARLES CLARK - The attempts by Home Secretary a year later in July 06 to
correct the anomaly of the train times
The Metropolitan Police were at best evasive and at worst denied any knowledge
of the early reports of deeply suspicious incidents (reports of assassinations) at
Canary Wharf. Even to this day, these incidents have been ignored, denied and
remain unexplained.
The abject failure to properly investigate the significance of the mock terror drill
exercise of Peter Power from Visor Consultants given highly improbable coincide
of drill morphing into real thing.
EARLY failures
3
The abject failure to explain the obvious and critical CCTV evidence of the
of the Police
involvement of a Jaguar vehicle at Luton on 28th June & 7th July
Their incorrect assignment of the time of four alleged bombers catching the Luton
train. Under the Freedom of Information Act, independent researchers found out
that the 7:40 they were said to be on was a non-runner.
The overall lack of CCTV evidence and its unconvincing state of presentation.
The abject initial failure of the Police to make correct use of the available CCTV at
Luton Station to pinpoint the correct train caught.
The abject failure of the Police to show CCTV images on 7 th July – only three
images were originally released. The main one supposedly showing the four
outside Luton Station looked doctored and one of Hasib Hussain heavily cropped.
New CCTV video images of the four entering Luton only emerged after the official
CCTV
4
story was proved incorrect with the discovery of the non-existent 7:40 train.
Problems
It is peculiar that so few images have been released. The men would have been
filmed on dozens of cameras en route to Kings Cross underground from
Thameslink station. Thousands of tapes have been analysed, but we have more
images of the supposed 'dummy run' than we do of 7/7.

Most
Obvious
Failures of
the Home
Office
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION III) MOCK TERROR DRILLS, PHANTOM TERROR EVENTS & PETER POWER
DETAIL OF ISSUE
ISSUE
SHEFFIELD - Controlled explosions 5th July & bomb scare 11th July
GLENEAGLES – G8 SUMMIT - Bomb scare near G8 summit – 5th July
NOTTINGHAM - Controlled explosion on 5th July; LEEDS - terror incidents 12th July
Power
– terror incidents on 9th July
Surge I – A BIRMINGHAM & CARDIFF
st
ND
cluster of OPERATION HANOVER 1 -2 July 2005
Resilience Mortuary contract - 6th July 05
Terror
The London Mass Fatality Plan issues days before 7TH July 05
Drills and Terror drills on 7th Sep 03 at Bank Station; 17th Sept 04 at Lambeth North, and 12th
Bomb
June 05 Tower Hill
Hoaxes
Atlantic Blue April 05 involving Peter Power Visor Consulatnts
The existence of a mock terror drill in London on the same day
The combined effect of all these events occurring in a concentrated time period
Peter Power’s early announcement – “At half past nine this morning we were
running an exercise for over a company over a thousand people in London based
on simultaneous bombs going off precisely at the railway stations where it
happened this morning!” If so, coincidence almost impossible –interdependence
between drill /attacks is near certainty – this obvious fact ignored.
Having blurted this out, Peter Power / Visor Consultants on 7 TH July 2005 then
seemed to back track and down play it afterwards
Power to
Failure to promptly investigate Peter Power and his company Visor Consultants
given such highly improbable coincidence
the Peter
Peter Power’s changing story over time.
Remarkable similarity associated with Panorama’s simulation of attacks 16 TH May
04 – London Under Attack –featuring Peter Power, Kirsty Lang & Michael Portillo
The choice of Kirsty Lang to front the BBC News Coverage of 7th July 2005
Peter Power’s involvement in other suspicious incident such as death of PC
Yvonne Fletcher
Peter Power’s tardiness in disclosing details of Reeds Elsevier (September 08)
No Public Inquiry - Ex Prime Minister Tony Blair - 10th July 05“Ludicrous Diversion”
Enabling and no Independent Public Inquiry – Home Secretary Charles Clarke – 15/12/05
and later John Reid
the One
No Post Mortems on any of the 56 deceased is deeply suspicious
Truth in Rights of families and witnesses infringed
Action
Diversionary terms of reference of the Lady Justice Hallett’s inquest hearing
Terms of Reference of this hearing failed to address guilty
Initial reports all suggested that the explosives used were high grade, possibly
military explosives. But after the police searched 18 Alexander Grove it was
widely reported they had found TATP.
Problems CNN: Technical data and witness accounts suggest the bombs contained
with the synchronized timing devices and were probably not triggered by suicide bombers,
police said, adding that the bombs were composed of "high explosives" and
Bombs
probably not homemade material. ('Level of sophistication')
Witnesses reporting bombs coming up from carriages and injury patterns
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION IV) PROBABLE ISRAELI LINKS & INQUEST REVELATIONS
F
DETAIL OF ISSUE
ISSUE
Rudi Giuliani - the former New York mayor who played a key role in 9/1. On July 6,
at Harrogate, North within 20 miles of Leeds where most of the 7/7 "suspects"
1
lived. On July 7, he was just yards from Liverpool Street station, having breakfast
at the Great Eastern Hotel, where Netanyahu was due to address the TASE
conference to promote investment in Israel.
0
Presence of Benjamin Nethanyahu in Tavistock Sq
1
Israeli reports that Benjamin Nethhanyhu was given a prior warning.

9

An
Israeli
Link

Luton
Station
& Fiat
Bravo

7/7
Inquest

6

Efraim Halevi's (former head of Mossad) prior knowledge that the explosions were
simultaneous

Metronet Rail selected Verint Systems to provide a "networked video solution"
for the the entire London Underground. Verint Systems, previously known as
Comverse Infosys (before February 1, 2002), and is a subsidiary of Israel's
Comverse Technology. These systems appear to have failed miserably on 7/7 at
crucial moments.
Having been diverted by the police, the Number 30 Bus exploded in Tavistock
Square made famous by General John Rawlings Rees and his theories on ‘Low
Intensity Warfare’ aka ‘Terrorism’. Tavistock which in WW2 produced the SOE
and the OSS which became the CIA and helped set up the ‘Rand Corporation’ the
CIA think-tank.
The Vehicle Recovery Worker's Story Dated 6th February 2012
Recently, J7Truth were contacted by a vehicle recovery worker, Mr Derek Allison, who,
after reading J7's coverage of the 7/7 inquest proceedings, felt moved to recount his
version of events with regard to the Fiat Brava that was removed from Luton Station car
park on 7th July 2005 with a highly visible Police presence. The story contradicts the
version of events given at the 7 7 Inquest regarding the Fiat Brava recovery.

http://77inquests.blogspot.co.uk/2012/02/luton-station-car-park-recoveringtruth.html
Here’s a fine summary from the Antagonist from the J7 Inquest Blog
“The government issued a "narrative" for 7/7. A "narrative" is a story that may be
factual or fictional. The "narrative" has never been proven to be factual, but has
been shown to be fictional in many of its core assertions. That "narrative" now
forms the basis of the inquests, with the guilt of the accused implicitly presumed,
despite Hugo Keith feeling the need to "emphasise it is not a proper function of an
inquest to attribute blame or apportion guilt". This means that although "it is not
a proper function of an inquest to attribute blame or apportion guilt", the inquest
presumes from its outset the attribution of blame and the apportioning of guilt, in
keeping with the assertions of the unproven and riddled-with-errors "narrative".
This mode of operation is entirely contrary, as Keith states, to the function of an
inquest.”
The Final Verdict - Just two key points emerge from the inquest verdict , Lady
Justice Hallet said:
I)
there should not be a public inquiry – but some of the families are
calling for one.
II)
And inquests into the four bombers' deaths 'should not resume'.
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION V) MI5 ASSETS/ KINGSTON TRIAL AND OPERATION CREVICE
DETAIL OF ISSUE
ISSUE
MI5 ASSETS The activities of Martin McDaid and Haroon Ashwat as MI5 assets and their
alleged relationships with the four are difficult to discern as much is secret and
clouded in rumours of agents and double agents although Tom Secker’s and
Keelan Balderston’s films shed some light on the murky waters.
From High Explosives with military origin, to tri-acetone peroxide (TATP) brewed
The
in a bath, to black pepper where three tube trains are ripped apart and nno one
Explosives was allowed to view the ruins and where the ruins where destroyed in secret one
year after the event.

THE 7/7
KINGSTON
TRIAL
Starting
7th April
08

Operation
Crevice
and Links
with
7/7

7

Mr Justice Gross said to the potential jurors: “As you know, Mohammed Siddique Khan,
Shehzad Tanweer, Jermaine Lindsay and Hasib Hussein were responsible for causing a
series of explosions on the London Underground and public transport system on 7 th July
2005, that killed 52 people and injured hundreds of others.
The four month trial collapsed with a hung jury unconvinced of any attempt to cause
explosion for Waheed Ali, Sadeer Saleem and Mohammed Shakil
The concurrent Heathrow liquid bomb case at Woolwich collapsed with the jury
unconvinced of any airline sabotage plot.
On 29th April 2009, the new jury delivered a unanimous verdict of not guilty although two
of the three were still given seven years for plotting to attend a terrorist training camp –
a verdict bringing closure to Operation Theseus.
At the 2008 Kingston Trial, quite a lot of CCTV film was shown and released, meant to
show the Four ON THE DAY OF July 7th in a manner that closely followed the Official
Account. More of the 28Th June CCTV has also been released and one could hardly have
a greater contrast between the two sets of data: that of 28 Jun is clear, crisp, properly
time and date stamp; whereas the alleged JULY 7TH footage is often dim, or
unrecognizable. It jumps in its sequence, typically between minute and second intervals
and mostly lacks any time and date stamp at all.
For a year, the police and government had been saying that the four had caught the 7:40
train from Luton . Had these CCTV images really been available from say 11 th July 2005
onwards, how could official sources possibly have been and remained so greatly in error?
The long running and hugely expensive Crevice Trial produced a whole raft of accusations
that the Beeston lads ‘Sid Khan/ Tanweer were linked to the Crevice suspects.
It would seem that such accusations have only been constructed, post -7/7 data. Claims
made by that MI5 were shadowing Khan and Tanweer and had their sights on them
before 7/7 seem only to be verifiable by means of documents dateable afterwards.
According to researcher and investigative journalist Nafeez Ahmed, British Security
sources told BBC News (30.03.06) that: “ the security services had been so concerned
with Khan that they planned to put him on under a higher level of investigation. MI5
officers assigned to investigate the lead bomber in the 7 th July attacks were diverted to
another anti-terrorist operation sources have now told BBC News.” Yet in weeks leading
up to 7/7, the JTAC Threat Assessment was lowered which is all very contrary & dubious.
The retrospective claims of MI5 about their links conflict horribly with the initial reports
that the bombers were “clean skins”.
It should remembered that Operation Crevice plot was about a non event, where no-one
was hurt or killed and where the plot was discovered not by British Police but from
American courtesy of Fort Maryland (National Security Agency lurks). Soon after half a
ton of fertilizer was found in a lock up in Hanwell. Again there was not an Open Trial and
suspicions of torture abound. Who is to say this wasn’t a deliberate plant and set up.
That’s the problem with things done in secret.
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION VI) OTHER MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE
DETAIL OF ISSUE
ISSUE
The arrest, extradition, prosecution, imprisonment and subsequent release of
65 year old Muad ‘Dib. What was his crime?
Muad’Dib mailed some DVDs of his ‘7/7 Ripple Effect’ documentary about the
The
London bombings to a clerk of the court in the Kingston trial inviting the court
Let’s
to take a look at them, pointing out that guilt had yet to be established in a
Keep
court of law for the perpetrators of the London bombings and that it would
Muad
be wrong to assume guilt.
Dib
For his perfectly reasonable and lawful action undertaken merely in the cause
Quiet
of wanting to prevent further injustice, the Irish Supreme Court extradited
him to England whereupon the British Courts imprisoned him for 150 days.
Period
This coincided with the Lady Justice Hallett hearing. Muad Dib He was only
released after its completion.
The Trial and Retrial of three 7/7 suspects - on Tuesday 28th April 2009, the
Kingston
Kingston re-trial jury unanimously refused to convict Waheed Ali, Mohammed
Shakil and Sadeer Saleem, of helping to plot the 7/7 attacks, finding them not
Trial
guilty. They had spent over two years in prison.
The case of Mohammed Hamid – BBC sponsored paintballing is not a crime In
The Case
the wake of the London bombings, he was arrested, along with four other
of
men, and charged and subsequently found guilty in 2008 of ‘providing
Mohammed terrorist training’. The four others were given determinate prison sentences
with definite release dates, but Mohammed, who was also convicted of three
Hamid
counts of soliciting murder.
The” Ricin” Plot that Never Was in 2003
Fear Hoax
The Old Trafford Bomb Plot of 19th April 2004 – put out by the controlled
Media
British media. It was a total fabrication designed to promote fear and incite
Madness Or racial and religious hatred. To this day those perpetrating the shameful hoax
Badness?
have never publically apologized and rectified the wrong.
Forest Gump The treatment of Professor Rod Thornton, Riswan Sabir/ Hichman Yesser
Irish Blarney The Birmingham 6, the Guildford 4, the Maguire 7, Danny McNamee.
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Spin and Sin

The case of Dr David Kelly the whistleblower being the government spin using
Weapons of Mass Deception against the investigative work of MP Norman Baker
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Don’t trouble
me with the
facts my mind
is already
made up!

Save for a tiny minority such as MP Michael Meacher, Claire Short, the late
Robin Cooke, and more recently Lord Nazir Ahmed, the complete and utter
abject failure of any of our bunch of spineless politicians to speak out against
the blindingly obvious omissions and distortions of the 9/11 Commission
report and our government’s own continued blind acceptance that 9/11 and
7/7 were committed by 23 suicidal Muslim maniacs when confronted with
compelling evidence that shows otherwise. They are an utter disgrace and
collectively their positions on this are an affront to the whole of humanity.
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CONTEST
MURDOCH
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F

The Hollie Greig Case, the Vicky Haigh Case, the Hillsborough Disaster Cover-Up, the.
The Uncontested Government Counter Terrorism strategy - CONTEST and the 4P’s It’s more like CONTEMPT – the 4 P’s being – Pervert, Petrify, Persecute and Plunder !
Rupert Murdoch & his phone hacking scandals and the sorry state of our “Gutter
Press”
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION VII) OUTRIGHT TERROR BOLD AND BRILLIANT – NO 30 BUS
DETAIL OF ISSUE
ISSUE
Home Office
Report About
NO 30 Bus

The CCTV
Blackout

Suspicious
Interventions

No reference to bus cameras being out of operation and no explanation for this.
No reference to exactly why the bus was diverted and who diverted it.
The report fai3l to mention what intelligence was gathered through the surrounding
cameras which would have captured the explosion.
On 9th July, Scotland Yd put out a statement that there were no CCTV images on bus.
Contrary to view of Scotland Yd, Stagecoach –insisted that cameras had been working.
The bus had received special treatment the previous weekend - a maintenance group
previously unknown to the depot spent 20hrs supposedly seeing if the CCTV On the no
30 bus was still working
So there we have it, no CCTV can place Hasib Hussein on the bus! Why? Almost
certainly because Hasib Hussein was not actually on the bus but that’s an almighty
inconvenience for this disintegrating fictitious government narrative!
Stage managed route diversion into Tavistock Sq by the Metropolitan Police.
Clear photographic evidence that the top of the bus had been sawn – there is a clear
cut line Sand a clear power saw mark on the upper roof front left support
The clear video and photographic evidence of the presence of a Kingstar Van six feet
away from the rear to the bus where explosion occurred
As a firm, Kingstar is based 12 miles away and specializes in controlled demolition.
Bus driver abandons bus and goes on a bizarre walkabout
Symbolic signatures at Olympics were replicated at closing ceremony at Bejing.
Outright Terror Bold and Brilliant advertisement on the Tavistock Sq bus
The changing and contradictory testimonies of Richard Jones alleging that he has seen
Hasib Hussein on the lower deck which was contrary to where official story places
him. It seems that Richard Jones’ is a better suspect than Hasib Hussein and should have
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been arrested and questioned given his conflicted stories. He should not have been
allowed to willfully spout all his different testimonies if he was potentially such a key witness.
As Adrian Connock, said whether Richard Jones was a sick publicity hound who was trying
to cash in on the tragedies of the London bombings, a pathological liar who has either
gradually embellished his story or cut it out of whole cloth, or was in fact planted by
"someone" to corroborate the official story, one thing is certain. His story is not credible, and
is so full of holes that anything he says should be discounted as unreliable. And other than
Jones, authorities have singled out NO EYEWITNESSES WHATSOVER to the bus
bombing, and public officials and the media have once again perpetuated a story that just
doesn't hold up to close examination.

Witnesses

9

The early accounts of Tania Calabrese and Tony Cancellera point towards two people
running off the No 30 bus just before the explosion.
Suspicious microwave box seen on the lower deck of the exploded microwave bus by
PC Walker as reported in the Hamsptead & Highgate Express
The book and witness testimony on video of Daniel Obachike
Bus driver George Psaradakis states t he can’t recall anyone resembling Hasib Hussein
The contradictory statements of Lisa French at the Inquest in January 2011
Testimony of Mia Scott who was close by does not recall seeing Hussein close to her
The reliability of the Inquest Testimony of Lisa French (J7Truth & Nick Kollestrom)
Failure to account for the video footage of anonymous injured citizens in Tavistock Sq.
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION VIII) FOUR UNLIKELY LADS
HASIB HUSSEIN
DETAIL OF ISSUE
F
ISSUE

Just
Where
Exactly
Is the
Evidence
Against
Hasib
Hussein?

The Scene
Blast OSCAR
Award
Winner with
the ketchup
on his shirt!
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No CCTV can show HASIB HUSSEIN on the No 30 bus or the earlier NO 91 bus it is
claimed he was on.
There is no reliable testimony placing HASIB HUSSEIN on the no 30 bus.
Ms Sapna Khimani was sitting immediately behind where the Metropolitan Police have
placed HASIB HUSSEIN. She was as near to the alleged “rucksack” as was Hasib
Hussein, yet she is alive and well and gave testimony at the inquest.
HASIB HUSSEIN’s father - Mahmoud wrote a letter to Nick Kollestrom arguing that
Hasib is an unlikely terrorist.
There is scant evidence to show that HASIB HUSSEIN has a profile of a terrorist
The Home Office account expects us to believe that HASIB HUSSEIN went on a rather
strange bus trip taking 91 one way only to get on a 30 in the opposite direction.
The shifting and discredited testimonies of Richard Jones point more towards
Professional Witness enacting a pre-planned attempt to frame HASIB HUSSEIN
The mysterious Police find of HUSSEIN’s driving licence – something which he never
possessed demonstrates the attempts the police state UK will go to frame the
innocent to serve a more ignoble purpose.
Conflicting accounts about the direction of the no 30 bus mean that the notion that
Hasib Hussain boarded the 30 bus at Euston, can legitimately be challenged as another
highly questionable assertion made by the government.
The account of Marie Oates Whitehead (later to die) regarding a second explosion
and numerous accounts of a microwave box and the denial of Scotland Yard
Lack of forensic evidence about the bomb – conjecture made by Kim Simpson
CCTV footage of Hasib Hussein in Boots at 9am on 7th July 2005
The story of Hasib Hussein and the purchase of a 9 Volt Battery from Boots
Hasib Hussein described as a gentle giant by those who knew him well.
Bus bomber went to McDonalds for his last meal. [hardly the behaviour of an Islamic
suicide bomber]
We are expected to belief that the suicide bus bomber Hasib Hussain made frantic
telephone calls to his fellow bombers minutes after they blew themselves up on
London underground trains on July 7, it emerged last night. [Why would Hussain be
frantically ringing the other men if he was aware of and part of a suicide plan? It
seems just another example of a ludicrous story we have been asked to swallow.
The iconic image of 'grey-suit
man' (name unknown), who is
pictured lying on the ground in
Brunswick Sq. some distance
from Russell Sq. and is then
seen being escorted back
towards the station. This is
filmed some 2 hours after the
explosion when, surely, a man
with his injuries should at least
be receiving treatment either
in hospital, or by ambulance
staff, or by the triage centre
that had been set up l.
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION VIII) FOUR UNLIKELY LADS – SHEHZAD TANWEER
F A
DETAIL OF ISSUE
ISSUE

Shehzad
Tanweer
& Aldgate

There were no eyewitness accounts of TANWEER on train
There is no CCTV evidence which places TANWEER in London on the day
The many personal testimonies of TANWEER as show on the J7TRUTH website suggest
TANWEER was a highly unlikely terrorist
The original body count at Aldgate station by Dr Morgan Costello was 7; whereas 8
bodies are required to account for TANWEER dying in the train carriage
At Lady Justice Hallett’s hearing, we are therefore expected to believe that TANWEER’s
body was blown into 52 pieces while we are simultaneously expected to believe that
TANWEER’s rucksack was put down in a corner.
At Lady Justice Hallett’s hearing we are expected to believe that Hydrogen peroxide and
black pepper somehow blew TANWEER’s body into “52” little pieces.
At Lady Justice Hallett’s hearing we are expected to believe that various bits of ID
including a receipt for the purchase of Hydrogen Peroxide were found.
Testimony of Bruce Lait suggests blasts on this train came from undercarriage
Emma Brown testimony London Assembly 06, suggests blast came from vent underneath
and other accounts and injuries sustained suggests blast came from underneath carriage.
William Walsh - next to the bomb location - was not killed with no record of injuries.
Numerous accounts spoke of an electrifying experience inconsistent with the suicide
bomb
Evidence from the coaches has been kept secret and subsequently destroyed
We are expected to believe that TANWEER changed his trousers on his journey down to
London as per fuzzy CCTV evidence
TANWEER was initially declared a “clean skin” which was later contradicted by evidence
presented under Op Crevice which asserts he was arrested with KHAN in March 2004
With KHAN, TANWEER did a visit to a military camp in Pakistan
Intelligence suggests TANWEER met Bluewater plot ring leader OMAR KYYAM 3 times each time photographed by MI5
There is no clear evidence for any motivation he may have had to carry out attack.
No witnesses
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DETAIL OF ISSUE

F

A

Blast hole is 12ft to 15ft away from where Met Police models place Germaine’s body
Passports, birth certificates and Hydrogen per oxide finds suggest plants
Adjacent (109) walks away uninjured – Met Police Models at Lady Justice Hallett Hearing
Injuries from blast predominantly to the feet and legs
It appears that LINDSAY begged to speak to the Duty Manager at King’s Cross before the
bombs went off saying it is about something very important. LNDSAY was adamant it
had to be the duty manager.
The early testimonies of Germaine’s wife Samantha Lewthwaite
The take Samantha Lewthwaite to an unknown location and sedate her. Two months
later and her story changed.
We are expected to believe that Jude Obi was next to LINDSEY walked away from blast
uninjured with no idea that the bomb has gone off.
The testimony of DI John Brunsden says Hydrogen Peroxide bottles found
The testimonies of Lindsay’s family betray the government narrative
Anti-terrorist squad – passport and driving licence finds
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SECTION VIII) FOUR UNLIKELY LADS – GERMAINE LINDSAY
ISSUE
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION VIII) FOUR UNLIKELY LADS – GERMAINE LINDSEY CONTINUED
F A
DETAIL OF ISSUE
ISSUE
The mysterious case of Tom Cairns and the 311 train and denials by the Met Police. The
MPS claim to have no record of Tom Nairn the driver of Piccadilly Line train 311?
Rachel North Testimony
Accounts from train passengers do not add up to a coherent picture
Lindsay's property said to be found at the scene of the King's Cross / Russell Square blast
was found two days after police had raided his home?
When arriving in Luton from Aylesbury in a Fiat Brava LINDSAY nods off and receives a
parking ticket.
No searching questions are asked at the Inquest
There is no intelligent mind seemingly evaluating exhibits /evidence
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Only 6 dead bodies originally counted at Edgeware Rd. This was numbered as 7 in
inquest.
Early reports classed MOHAMMED SIDDIQUE KHAN as a “Clean Skin”
Operation Crevice - Khan’s gets a posthumous character assassination by the Intelligence
services /British Police who claim to shadowing him for over a year. Links to “Q”.
Secrecy excludes us from knowing which element of MSK network such as “Q”, MARTIN
“Abdullah” McDaid”, Mohammed Junaid Babar were MI5 assets or otherwise.
We are told MSK had been covertly monitored, but the blatantly obvious consideration
of the degree to which MSK could have been an MI5 asset /patsy has not been tested in
court.
Claims were made about MSK in “Crevice” trial appear to be based on documents
surfacing after 7TH July 2005, not one of which can be reliably dated to prior to that
date.
The arrest and treatment of the wife of MSK, Hasina Patel and her six day imprisonment
without charge on 9th May 2007.
The only person on the train who claims to have seen Khan is Danny Biddle. Mr. Biddle’s
testimony changed significantly over time.
Professor Tulloch allocated as sitting directly opposite Khan had no recollection seeing
him.
We have been told that documents of MSK were found at Edgeware Rd, Aldgate and
Tavistock Sq. MSK had supposedly been blown to pieces, yet his ID remained intact.
MSK was known for good community action work with Labour MP John Trickett, MP
Hilary Benn and the Hillside Primary Headteacher
Khan’s profile and his good character was anything but in keeping with being a terrorist
Khan was a productive community youth worker with many things going for him
His friends and family do not accept that he was a terrorist
2 months after Khan’s death a video was released by Al Jazeera. The circumstances
surrounding how, when and why that video was made remain unclear.
It is clear that Khan visited London on 28th June with Tanweer and Germaine Lindsey
Jenny Nicholson who died & Simon Corvett seems to have been on the eastbound Circle
line going in the opposite direction to that on which a suicide bomb is said to be
exploded.
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SECTION VIII) FOUR UNLIKELY LADS – MOHAMMED SIDDIQUE KHAN
ISSUE
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION IX) – THE CANARY WHARF REPORTS
F A
DETAIL OF ISSUE
ISSUE
Two
Testimonies

Theorising
Truth:
What
Happened
at
Canary
Wharf

Myriam Hyman who was determined to get to her workplace at Canary Wharf could not
have been on the No 30 bus as her father spoke to on the phone her after the time of the
explosion.
The testimony of “Gareth” about what happened at Canary Wharf. Gareth was from the
9-11 Truth movement and he made a testimony which was posted in 2007 as recorded in
Nick Kollestrom’s Terror On the Tube.
Dr Rory Ridley Duff’s Theorising Truth – What Happened at Canary Wharf provides a
stark illustration if the institutional denial of significant occurrences. Conspicuous by
absence of acknowledgment
As many as 17 News Reports of suspicions events that happened at Canary Wharf on 7th
July 05.
There are reports of assassinations and Suicide Bombers being “neutralized” at Canary
Wharf
Whatever did happen at Canary Wharf, at best it seems clear that the state apparatus
enabled the following to happen:
Prevent anybody entering or leaving Canary Wharf for six hours; (ii) Instruct staff to keep
away from the windows; (iii) Deploy large numbers of police and/or army personnel to
Canary Wharf; (iv) Cut off internet access. (v) Massive rush of police officers seen.
At worst, and most likely the case, the state apparatus carried out assassinations on
innocent young Muslims who had been set up as patsies to be framed for the attacks
earlier that morning.
Despite all this, by inference, the Government’s position is that nothing of significance
takes place at Canary Wharf. That is clearly a deliberate monstrous lie and is totally
unacceptable.
Dr Rory Ridley Duff’s report compares the theories behind 7/7 Ripple Effect and 7/7 BBC
Conspiracy Files and concludes:
“ After deploying three different theories of truth to develop insights into new and
existing evidence, it is the BBC / Government theory that has a lower level of
correspondence with known ‘facts’, is incoherent to the point of being implausible, and is
more likely to distort its reports because of institutional controls and political pressures.
The large number of press reports uncovered during the research for this paper
(outlining a ‘lock-down’ and ‘shooting’ at Canary Wharf) adds to the evidence base for
the theory put forward in 7/7 Ripple Effect. As a result, the case for a public inquiry
outside the scope of the Inquiries Act 2005 continues to grow.
The abject failure of successive governments and the Police to account for what
happened at Canary Wharf assumes far greater significance the greater the number of
anomalies in the official narrative that we are expected to blindly swallow as unvarnished
truth. To accept the government narrative would mean accepting that all these reports
that went out on the day were imaginary. That plainly isn’t so.
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SECTION X) – PROVEN EXAMPLES OF FALSE FLAG TERROR
Operation Northwood
The Gulf of Tonkin and the Vietnam War and 9/11
False Flag Attacks in Europe
In a 2005 book entitled NATO’S Secret Armies : Operation Gladio and Terrorism in
Western Europe Swiss historian Daniele Ganser has extensively documented the fact that
during the Cold War , the United States sponsored false flag terrorist incidents in many
countries of western Europe in order to discredit communists.
The Madrid Bombings 2004
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THE LONDON BOMBINGS of 7th JULY 2005 - HALLMARKS OF AN INSIDE JOB / COVER UP
SECTION XI) RELATED POLICE STATE BRUTALITY AND YET ANOTHER SECRET WHITEWASH
DETAIL OF ISSUE
ISSUE

F

A

5

0

Brutal Assassination of John Charles De Menezes on 22nd July 05 and a secret judicial
whitewash28 November 2005
de Menezes Murder - IPCC Investigation Number Two
A second IPCC investigation into the police murder of innocent Brazilian Jean Charles de
Menezes is to be launched. The investigation is specifically to evaluate the role of
Metropolitan Police Commissioner Sir Ian Blair in the murder at Stockwell tube station.
This, in itself, is good news but nowhere near as good as the news would be if a public
or people's inquiry were launched into the shooting. The real news behind the story of
the very public announcement of the IPCC investigation into Ian Blair, courtesy of The
Independent and The Times, is that two of the police killers on 22 July - as it seems do
all murderous policemen - will escape prosecution.
Tube shooting: 'no prosecutions' By Sophie Goodchild, Chief Reporter
Published: 27 November 2005
Two police marksmen who killed an innocent Brazilian at a London Underground station
will escape criminal charges, according to reports. Senior Metropolitan Police and
Whitehall officials are said to be convinced that prosecutors will accept the defence of
the officers who shot dead Jean Charles de Menezes. The 27-year-old electrician died
after he was followed to Stockwell Tube station in the belief that he was a suicide
bomber. This was the day after the abortive 21 July terror attacks on the Underground.

LEST
WE
FORGET!

The Independent Police Complaints Commission this month took evidence from the two
officers who killed Mr de Menezes. They are thought to have said in their defence that
they "honestly believed" he was a terrorist and that they used "reasonable force".
They are expected to base their case on a detailed account of radio communications
between their firearms unit and more senior Met officers. Source: The Independent

From the Jean Charles de Menezes Shrine outside
Stockwell Station

Thirty-Nil to the state's forces armed against an innocent population which
poses no more of a threat than the alleged threat of 'fewer than twenty'.
With the 'hidden' news that two of those responsible for the murder of Jean
Charles de Menezes are already lined up to escape any charge for killing an
innocent man, the pressing need for an independent public or people's
inquiry into the murder of Jean Charles de Menezes is now greater than
ever.
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9.0 STRATEGIC ANALYSIS – DOCUMENTARIES & INVESTIGATIVE STUDIES - THE LONDON BOMBINGS
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10.0 DATA SOURCES SHORT REVEALING CLIPS HIGHLIGHTING ANOMOLIES IN OFFICIAL NARRATIVE OF 7/7
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12.0 RELATED MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE IN POLICE STATE UK
THE 151 DAY IMPRISONMENT OF MUAD DIB – CRIME SENDING 7/7 RIPPLE EFFECT CDs TO CLERK OF COURT IN
KINGSTON TRIAL – IMPRISONMENT COINCIDED WITH LADY JUSTICE HALLETT HEARING INTO BOMBINGS

LIES & THE BRUTAL ASSASSINATION OF JEAN CHARLES DE MENEZES
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10.0 DATA SOURCES SHORT REVEALING CLIPS HIGHLIGHTING ANOMOLIES IN OFFICIAL NARRATIVE OF 7/7
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12.0 WHY IT WAS RIGHT FOR ME TO INFER 9/11 WAS AN INSIDE JOB IN A STRATEGIC THREAT ASSESSMENT
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9/11
American Airlines Exposes Bush's Big Lie: Flight 11 DID NOT FLY on 911!
By Len Hart
The Existentialist Cowboy
June 22, 2009
American Airlines itself is the source for information that AA Flights 11 (North Tower) and 77 (Pentagon) did
not fly on 911. These flights are critical to the government's crumbling cover up! Without those flights, Bush
and his murderous co-conspirators will have to revise the big lie. They will have to concoct yet another cover
story from the ground up! A cover up is on the brink of collapse when those guilty of capital crimes and high
treason either turn on one another or are forced to revise the lie! If neither flight was in the air as American
Airlines itself has so stated, then numerous 'official versions' of the 'official conspiracy theory' are all a pack of
malicious lies. That includes almost every statement made by Bush. It is, in my opinion, probable cause to
indict Bush and his co-conspirators for the crimes of mass murder and high treason.
WikiScanner discovered that American Airlines changed their Wikipedia entry to state that Flights 11 and 77
did not fly on 9/11. The original entry was as follows:
Two American Airlines aircraft were hijacked and crashed during the September 11, 2001 Terrorist Attack:
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American Airlines Flight 77 (a Boeing 757) and American Airlines Flight 11 (a Boeing 767).
New entry is as follows and includes the bolded text below:
Two American Airlines aircraft were hijacked and crashed during the September 11, 2001 Terrorist Attack:
Flight 77 (a Boeing 757) and Flight 11 (a Boeing 767).
Although these flights were daily departures before and a month after September 11, 2001. Neither flight 11
nor 77 were scheduled on September 11, 2001. The records kept by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics
(http://www.bts.gov/gis) do not list either flight that day.
--Wikipedia
To make the point: the source for these changes is American Airlines by making changes to Wikipedia. The
'story' is not Wiki. The story is not about Wiki. It is about how AA 'corrected' a wiki entry. The story is about
the fact that the evidence that Flights 11 and 77 were not flying on 9/11 comes from American Airlines itself.
According to a Freedom of Information Act reply from the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), the
last known pre-9/11 flights for three of the four aircraft involved in the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001
took place in December, 2000, nine months before the attacks, while no pre-9/11 final flight information was
provided for American Airlines flight 77 (N644AA).
However, a discovered searchable online BTS database produces the following search results for three of the
four 9/11 aircraft on September 10, 2001:
AA 11 departs San Francisco (SFO): AA 09/10/2001 0198 (flight number) N334AA (tail number) BOS
(destination) 22:04 (wheels-off time)
UA 175 departs San Francisco (SFO): UA 09/10/2001 0170 (flight number) N612UA (tail number) BOS
(destination) 13:44 (wheels-off time)
UA 93 departs San Francisco (SFO): UA 09/10/2001 0078 (flight number) N591UA (tail number) EWR
(destination) 23:15 (wheels-off time)
--911 Blogger, UPDATE: U.S. BTS FOIA Records For 9/11 Planes Differ From BTS Online Database [The records
were obtained by Adrian Monaghan.]
Anyone trying to prove that Flights 77 and 11 were not flying on 9/11 would have to verify that proposition
through authoritative sources that could confirm it. The question is raised: how do we know who made the
changes to Wiki? Everyone logged on to the internet does so from an IP address. In this case, the IP is that of
American Airlines. It is traceable.
My own WHOIS lookup as well as a Google search of the IP address proves conclusively that it was --indeed -American Airlines itself that made the change. It is American Airlines --by way of Wiki --that has said that
neither Flight 11 nor Flight 77 were in the air that day.
Therefore, the Bush theory of 9/11 is a deliberate lie.
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13.0 THE MATRIX
THE MATRIX - NPIA FAVOURED INTRODUCING CRUDE INVALID, UNRELIABLE AND MEANINGLESS
STATISTICAL THREAT ASSESSMENT MATRIX MODELS. THEY FAVOURED THEIR TRAFFIC LIGHT SYSTEMS

MATRIX LEADS TO ILL QUALIFIED ANALYSTS BEING ENCOURAGED TO APPLY TOTALLY IN APPROPRIATE
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES UNCRITICALLY TO CONFIRM RATHER THAN INFORM DECISION MAKING

ROAD TO NOWHERE – THE MATRIX WAS LEADING TO A PROLIFERATION OF PRETTY COLOURFUL TABLES
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AN EXAMPLE OF THE MATRIX UNFOLDED
THE SAME DUMBED DOWN PROCESS WAS COMING FROM MI5/JOINT ANALYSIS CENTRE – MEANINGLESS
CATEGORISATIONS UNSUPPORTED BY ANY SPECIFIC INTELLIGENCE TO KEEP THE PUBLIC FEARFUL

PERMEATE THE HEIGHTENED FEAR WITHIN THE COMMUNITY TO RIDICULOUS LEVELS

MAKE PREPARATIONS TO TREAT A GENERATIONAL INFECTION OF YOUNG JIHADISTS LASTING 20YRS
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AND IN SO DOING ERODE YOUR CIVIL LIBERTIES BY CREATING A CLIMATE OF FEAR AND SUSPICION

TO JUSTIFY THE WAR ON TERROR IN ORDER TO GRAB “OUR OIL” BENEATH “THEIR” SAND

AIDED BY AN UTTERLY COMPLICIT AND STATE CONTROLLED MEDIA
HELLBENT ON SUPPRESSING THE TRUTH IN AN ATTEMPT TO FOOL THE MASSES!
WELCOME TO POLICE STATE UK!
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SOMETHING IS ROTTEN IN THE STATE OF POLICING – MAYDAY PROTEST
CORRUPTION IN THE INDEPENDENT POLICE COMPLAINTS COMMISSION (IPCC)
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CONCLUSION
The body of evidence openly available compelled me to conclude that the London Bombings of 7/7 have the
hallmarks of an inside job than four bad Islamic lads. Reluctantly I had reached that conclusion on the 7th July
2010 exactly five years after the devastating event. Nearly eighteen months later when I can stand back and
reflect more on the data, I remain of the view within the constraints of my own limited powers of reasoning
and critical thought that when looked at systematically this assertion is strengthened rather than weakened.
Analysis of the data does indeed permit me to infer that the London Bombs were inside jobs with a probability
assessment of greater than 95 per cent certain. In my strategic analysis template, I have tried to demonstrate
a reasonably systematic approach which allows me to reach such an awful conclusion with such a high degree
of confidence. The obvious conclusion to draw from the templates is that quite simply there are just too many
clues. Researchers may assign different scores and weights to the facts presented, but what is important to
discern from this analysis is the regular and consistent pattern pointing against supporting the official version
of events. If the official version were truthful, no such pattern would emerge and the analysis would be forced
to support the official line in almost every respect.
I could not have reached such conclusions without access to the primary research carried out by those listed
on pages 1 and 2. Such work is invaluable in alerting the public and pressurizing the Government to come
clean. Breaking down the complex web of deceit and corruption is an uphill struggle. Those seeking truth each
have their own ways of exerting pressure and while views may differ on the best approach, the pursuit of the
truth and an absolute hatred of lies can be our common ground in which we can expose the corruption within
our midst. It is plain to see that we have not had the truth about the London Bombings - institutional denial
grips the nation for the most part. That is a disgrace and an indictment on the state of our country’s leaders.
My sincere desire is that more people would take heed of the accessible research rather than turn a blind eye
to it. Voices need to be heard shouting from the rooftops! I include politicians, the Judiciary and police
personnel in that plea. In times of universal deceit, telling the truth becomes a revolutionary act as George
Orwell once had it and something is rotten in the state of Britain when we can allow this to happen.
If there can be no confidence or trust in government to do their jobs properly on a terror event such as the
London Bombings we are in deep trouble as a nation. The implications of what I am saying are deeply
distressing. 9/11 has all the hallmarks of an inside job too. Whitehall is to 7/7 what the Whitehouse is to 9/11.
On each count, the secrecy, deceit and cover up so evident from the data is unacceptable and a complete and
utter affront to humanity and the human race. It is time to wake up from the slumber and point the finger at
the real culprits here.
As a former Principal Intelligence of South Yorkshire Police, my task had never been to look into the London
Bombings, but rather to deliver a strategic threat assessment in the form of a matrix. In the matrix system,
one of the issues I had to swallow were the lies of the MI5 / Joint Terrorist Analysis Centre (JTAC) on the terror
threat outputs which invariably implied there was an imminent attack on the cards from Islamic Extremists.
In the matrix, once woken to the fact that the London Bombings had all the hallmarks of an inside job, then it
became a my duty of care to make my stance against the “Enabling the One Truth “ mantra in my own Police
Force where the matrix system that was being used wittingly or otherwise to discriminate against Muslims and
countenance the perpetuation of the concealment of monstrous state crime against democracy.
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